ANALYTICAL COMPLEX ON THE BASIS OF THE ELECTROSTATIC ACCELERATOR “SOKOL”
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An analytical complex of nuclear-physical devices is created on the basis of the electrostatic accelerator “SOKOL” (Institute of Applied Physics of National University of Uzbekistan, Tashkent). The complex enables to carry out the following:

1. Analysis of element content of solid samples and analysis of element’s distribution on their surface and depth by PIXE, PIGE and RBS – methods.
2. Investigation of energy and angular distributions of the gamma-rays irradiated in capture reactions for light nucleus.
3. Radiation annealing the materials with the purpose of modification of their quality by beams of protons and ions of helium with energies E=0,3-2,0 MeV and current J=5 nA-10 µA.

The following defectors are used: Si(Li) detector for X- rays with the energy resolution 165 eV on the MnKα - line; HPGe defector with energy resolution 1,77 keV on the line 1332 keV
and scintillation detectors with the crystal's sizes $\varnothing 63 \times 63$ and $\varnothing 200 \times 100$ mm, with the energy resolution 9% and 10.5% correspondingly on the line 662 keV for $\gamma$-rays; PIPS detector with the energy resolution 12 keV on the line 5 MeV for the registration of backscattering particles.

The spectrometers are assembled by the standard schemes from the modules of nuclear electronics of ORTEC firm. The accumulation of spectrometric information is performed on multichannel analyzer of impulses MULTIPORTII in the standard of NIM, CANBERRA firm. The processing of experimental data is performed by software of DBS (JINR, Dubna), and complex of programs developed by NNC KhPhTI (Kharkov, Ukraine) and program GENIE2000 of CANBERRA firm.